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MODEL THEORETIC APPHOACH TO TOPOLOGICAL JUNCTORS 
by 
Jiri Rosicltf 
An infinitary first-order language L*^ has a class of function 
symbols, a class of relation symbols and a class of variables. In-
finitary function and relation symbols are admitted and infinitary 
conjunctions and quantifiers, as well. An infinitary Horn theory H 
i s a theory of L ^ whose axioms are all of the form (where we will 
assume that the following formulas al l have their free variables 
universally quantified in front): 
(1) \f where f i s an atomic formula 
(2) -A ^ 4—» 9 where *f4, i 6 I and 6 are atomic formulas. 
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In addition, we assume that H satisfies some smalineas conditions 
(details can be found in L-3 )• In [2] there is given a characteriza-
tion of forgetful functors from a category of models of an infinita-
ry Horn theory into sets. This characterization can be restated in 
terms of semi-topological functors in the sense of Hoffmann-Tholen 
(see [3] ) as follows. 
Theorem 1: Let U: A — * Set be a functor. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(3) U is equivalent to a forgetful functor from a category of mo-
dels of an infinitary Horn theory H 
(4) (a) A is co-well-powered 
(b) U is semi-topological and U-quotients of epi-sinks are epi. 
The condition (4)(b) means that for any sink (f^ VA±—% X ^ i 
there exists a sink (g^ X±—» A).^ and a map e: X — » U A with Uĝ ^ « 
s e.f^ for each i * I and sueh that for any sink (ĥ : k^—*B)X and 
ч 
any map t: X—->UB with Uh
i
 = t.f^ for each i 6 I there exists 
a unique morphism k: A—^fi" with Uk.e = t and t.g^ = h. for each 
i € I. In addition to it, if (f-^j is epi, then e have to be epi. 
As a consequence, we can get the model theoretic interpreta-
tion of Herrlich's (2,10-topological set functors (see Cl]). 
Theorem 2: Let U: A >Set be a functor. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(5) U satisfies (3) and (a) contains relation symbols only 
(i.e. no function and constant symbols) 
(b) H can be exiomatized in such a way 
that in any axiom (1) f is equal to r(....) where r is a re-
lation symbol (and not the equality of two variables) 
(6) A is co-well-powered and U is (epi ̂ mono-source)- topological. 
Note, that (5)(b) only ensures that H has a model with more 
than one element. It arises a problem of a syntactical description 
of absolutely topological functors in the sense of CX) • 
Conjecture: A functor U from a co-well-powered category A into sets 
is absolutely topological iff U satisfies (5) and H can be exiomati-
zed in such a way that in any axiom (2) 0 is equal to r(....) whe-
re r is a relation symbol (and not to the equality of two variables). 
It is easy to verify that any such functor U is absolutely to-
pological. As an example, the antisymmetry (x i y)A (y * x) —»(x = y) 
cause8 that the forgetful functor from ordered sets is not absolu-
tely topological. 
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